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Around the World (in 15 chapters)
Book Two

(Ireland, Greece, Switzerland, Pakistan, Myanmar, the 
Philippines, Panama, Peru, Algeria, Somalia, Saudi Arabia, 

Iraq, Israel, Cuba, Fiji)

Teaching Guide
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Content-based English: Around the World (book 2) Teacher’s Guide
 John Spiri, globalstoriespress@gmail.com

Listening Transcripts
The 8 sentences (see following pages) for the 8 pictures in each chapter are an integral aspect 
of the textbook. Learners listen to them (available on CD and online) while they look at the 
corresponding pictures, and write each sentence. This teacher’s guide provides information about 
this dictation activity along with several variations on the standard approach. 

See the website for audio downloads and more information:
http://www.globalstoriespress.com/

In the next section of this guide you will find these same transcript sentences along with 
additional information written in red. While the red sentences are not part of the dictation activity, 
you the teacher may want to inform students of these interesting facts, or ask students about them. 

Below is a quick synopsis of a typical class:
1. Review 8 dictation sentences from previous week by
     a) shadow talking (I say and students repeat or partners read/repeat)
     b) find the mistakes (I say some fun, silly mistakes, students catch mistakes)
     c) students recite 2-8 sentences with partner (listening partner gives hints)
     d) if time will allow, individuals recite sentence(s) to the entire class
2. Do vocabulary for new dictation (top of vocab page, first page of chapters)
3. Brainstorm vocabulary for the 8 culture pictures (2nd page of every chapter)
4. Partners make sentences about the pictures, what they see, what’s happening, what they 
imagine the sentence might be about, etc.
5. Dictation
     a) I read each sentence once; they listen and mark how well they understood.
     b) I read each sentence 3 times, students do dictation.
     c) partners help each other, checking and finishing sentences as best they can
     d) a student reads her sentence, I write on board and we correct it together
6. Do vocabulary for reading (bottom of vocabulary page)
7. Read the famous person article, either together or individually.
8. They answer questions, we check, then they do the short discussion question.
9. Do the geography activity (under the reading, with the map)
     a) go over the surrounding countries (write on board or students check maps)
     b) read the sentence and find the location on the country map
     c) find that country on a world map (back of text)
     d) do gap activity about population density, life expectancy (back of book)
10. If time allows, students write most impressive facts about famous people and places for that 
country (back of text)
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Listening Transcripts for dictation

The next 15 pages contain transcripts. Each page has 

 (1) the transcript for that country with notes
  The notes, written in red, contain extra information that teachers can 
share with students as desired. They are not on the audio.

 (2) the transcript without notes, as it appears on the audio

 (3) the transcripts with mistakes to be used in a review activity
  After finishing the first review activity, shadowing, have students find 
the mistakes. Read each sentence and have students catch the mistakes. I like to 
have the entire class stand. First, the student who tells the incorrect word can sit; 
next, the student who tells the correct word can sit. I discourage them from looking 
at transcripts or textbooks. Many of the mistakes are ridiculous, both for humor and 
to reduce the chance of interference.
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1. Ireland

1. Ireland (with notes)
1. There are more Irish people living abroad than there are inside the country. 
2. Zinc, which is used to manufacture many products, is taken from the largest mine in Europe. 
3. According to Irish tradition, parents hold a birthday child upside down and lightly bump the 
head on the floor. 
The bumps correspond to the age of the child. It is believed that this tradition brings good luck. 
4. The average Irish consumes 131.1 liters of beer per year, second only to the Czech Republic.
5. The Titanic, the supposedly unsinkable ship, which sunk on its maiden voyage, was built in 
Ireland.
6. Snails and periwinkles can be broiled in garlic butter, stir-fried over fires, or just boiled in sea 
water. 
Snails are meaty like clams and as sweet as oysters. Another strange food is pudding made from 
cow’s or sheep’s blood.
7. The first evidence of humans dates from 8000 BC when Gaelic hunter-gatherers populated the 
island. These people had no farming skills or domestic animals.
Anglo-Normans conquered parts of Ireland in the 12th century, while England’s 16th/17th centu-
ry (re)conquest and colonization of Ireland brought a large number of English and Lowland Scots 
to parts of the island, especially the north.
8. The IRA was a terrorist organization that opposed British rule in Ireland by bombing and assas-
sinating.

1. Ireland (without notes)
1. There are more Irish people living abroad than there are inside the country. 
2. Zinc, which is used to manufacture many products, is taken from the largest mine in Europe. 
3. According to Irish tradition, parents hold a birthday child upside down and lightly bump the 
head on the floor. 
4. The average Irish consumes 131.1 liters of beer per year, second only to the Czech Republic.
5. The Titanic, the supposedly unsinkable ship, which sunk on its maiden voyage, was built in 
Ireland.
6. Snails and periwinkles can be broiled in garlic butter, stir-fried over fires, or just boiled in sea 
water. 
7. The first evidence of humans dates from 8000 BC when Gaelic hunter-gatherers populated the 
island. These people had no farming skills or domestic animals.
8. The IRA was a terrorist organization that opposed British rule in Ireland by bombing and assas-
sinating.

1. Ireland (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. There are more Irish people living alone than there are inside the pub. 
2. Zinc, which is used to manufacture many babies, is taken from the largest hospital in Europe. 
3. According to Irish tradition, parents hold a birthday child inside out and lightly whack the 
head on the floor. 
4. The extraordinary Irish consumes 131.1 liters of mugicha per year, second only to the Czech 
Republic.
5. The Titanic, the certainly unsinkable ship, which flew on its maiden voyage, was built in Ire-
land.
6. Thumbs and pinkies can be broiled in garlic butter, stir-fried over elbows, or just boiled in sea 
water. 
7. The first evidence of humans dates from 8000 pounds when Gaelic hunter-gatherers popular-
ized the island. These people had no farming skills or domestic animals.
8. The IRA was a terrorist organization that opposed British dialect in Ireland by pronouncing and 
intonating.
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2. Greece 
2. Greece (with notes)
1. Crete, a popular tourist destination, is one of 6,000 islands that have more than 250 days of 

sunshine a year.
2. Greeks have cultivated olive trees since ancient times and produce many for consumption and 

oil. Notes: Some olive trees planted in the thirteenth century are still producing olives.
3. Greek climate and land favors breeding goats and sheep over cattle, so feta cheese is common 

but beef dishes are not. Notes: Fish is particularly common in coastal regions and on the is-
lands.

4. Myths were based on the fact that gods, like men, could be punished or rewarded for their ac-
tions. Notes: Ancient Greek gods were like humans, full of quarrels, fights, wars, compromise, 
fear, pleasure, punishment and love. 

5. Greeks revolutionized sculpture by carving statues that displayed movement and emotion 
rather than poses.

6. Grandparents live with their children’s family until they die, so “Rest Homes” for the elderly 
are rare. Notes: In addition, most young people live with their families until they marry.

7. Participation in elections is 100% because voting is required by law for every citizen 18 or old-
er.

8. The ancient city of Athens is the birthplace of democracy, philosophy, the Olympics, political 
science, Western literature, and major mathematical principles. Notes: Turkey and Greece had 
historical disputes over Cyprus and other territory for decades but relations improved after a devastat-
ing earthquake hit both countries in 1999.

2. Greece (without notes)
1. Crete, a popular tourist destination, is one of 6,000 islands that have more than 250 days of 

sunshine a year.
2. Greeks have cultivated olive trees since ancient times and produce many for consumption and 

oil.
3. Greek climate and land favors breeding goats and sheep over cattle, so feta cheese is common 

but beef dishes are not. 
4. Myths were based on the fact that gods, like men, could be punished or rewarded for their 

actions. 
5. Greeks revolutionized sculpture by carving statues that displayed movement and emotion 

rather than poses.
6. Grandparents live with their children’s family until they die, so “Rest Homes” for the elderly 

are rare. 
7. Participation in elections is 100% because voting is required by law for every citizen 18 or old-

er.
8. The ancient city of Athens is the birthplace of democracy, philosophy, the Olympics, political 

science, Western literature, and major mathematical principles.

2. Greece (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. Crete, a popular tourist snack, is one of 6,000 ice creams that have more than 250 days of
sunshine a year.
2. Greeks have calculated olive branches since ancient times and produce many for peace and 

oil.
3. Greek myths and land favors breeding goats and sheep over cattle, so feta cheese is spoiled 

but beef dishes are not. 
4. Myths were based on the fact that gods, like men, could be abolished or recycled for their 

actions. 
5. Greeks revolutionized bodybuilding by carrying statues of people that displayed movement 

and emotion rather than poses.
6. Grandparents live with their children’s family until they die, so “Rest Homes” for the educated 

are rare. 
7. Participation in cosplay is 100% because costumes are required by law for every citizen 18 or 

older.
8. The awesome city of Athens is the birthplace of democracy, philosophy, the Olympics, political 

science, Western comics, and major mathematical principles.
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3. Switzerland
3. Switzerland (with notes)
1. The constitution makes service in the army compulsory for male citizens after age 18 while 

females are allowed, but not forced to join. 
2. Among industrialized countries, crime rates are low even though the Swiss have third-highest 

gun ownership after the US and Yemen. 
3. By law, isolating social animals is abuse, so owning just one guinea pig, mouse, or other social 

pet is prohibited. Note: Others include parrots. Citizens must take a course before owning a 
dog.

4. There are enough nuclear shelters to accommodate everyone, and secret country homes are 
stocked with weapons. Note: This is for defense.

5. Alpine traditions include yodeling which expresses love for nature, and crafts like wood sculp-
turing.

6. While chocolate, cheese, and banking, are famous, Switzerland is most well-known for luxury 
watches. 

7. Two of the world’s key research facilities are CERN, the world’s largest particle physics labo-
ratory, and the Large Hadron Collider. Note: The Hadron Collider is along the Swiss/French 
border

8. Switzerland has had a policy of strict neutrality in global affairs since the era after Napoleon’s 
defeat. Note: European powers thought a neutral Switzerland would contribute to stability in 
the region.

3. Switzerland (without notes)
1. The constitution makes service in the army compulsory for male citizens after age 18 while 

females are allowed, but not forced to join. 
2. Among industrialized countries, crime rates are low even though the Swiss have third-highest 

gun ownership after the US and Yemen. 
3. By law, isolating social animals is abuse, so owning just one guinea pig, mouse, or other social 

pet is prohibited. 
4. There are enough nuclear shelters to accommodate everyone, and secret country homes are 

stocked with weapons. 
5. Alpine traditions include yodeling which expresses love for nature, and crafts like wood sculp-

turing.
6. While chocolate, cheese, and banking, are famous, Switzerland is most well-known for luxury 

watches. 
7. Two of the world’s key research facilities are CERN, the world’s largest particle physics labora-

tory, and the Large Hadron Collider. 
8. Switzerland has had a policy of strict neutrality in global affairs since the era after Napoleon’s 

defeat. 

3. Switzerland (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. The company makes service in the army crazy for male citizens after age 18 while females are 

allowed, but not forced to marry. 
2. Among industrialized countries, birth rates are low even though the Swiss have third-highest 

condom ownership after the US and Yemen. 
3. By law, isolating social criminals is abuse, so owning just one guinea pig, mouse, or other so-

cial murderer is prohibited. 
4. There are enough nuclear winters to accommodate everyone, and secret country homes are 

stocked with snacks. 
5. Alpine jokes include yodeling which expresses love for koala, while crafts like wood stretch-

ing.
6. While chocolate, miso, and sailing, are famous, Switzerland is most well-known for over-

priced watches. 
7. Two of the world’s key linguistic facilities are CERN, the world’s largest particle grammar 

laboratory, and the Large Hadron Collider. 
8. Switzerland has had a policy of strict censorship in marital affairs since the era after Napo-

leon’s defeat. 
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4. Pakistan
4. Pakistan (with notes)
1. Changa Manga is a hand-planted forest containing wildlife including nilgai, a large horse-like mammal. 

There’s also a mouflon, a wild sheep. It’s in the Punjab region.
2. Two brothers created the first computer virus that infected storage, slowed hard drives, destroyed 

memory, and created a blinking message. It was nicknamed “brain” in 1986. 
3. Shalimar Gardens, created in the 1500s, imitate Islamic paradise described in the Qur’an. 
4. Bin Laden evaded capture for five years by hiding in a mansion near the Pakistani Military Academy. 

He had no internet or phone connection. 
5. K2, a conical-shaped peak of ice and limestone, presents climbers with many technical challenges. It has 

slopes of 45 degree angles or more forcing climbers to prepare up to 2,500 meters of rope on the easiest 
routes. 

6. Up to one million children work full-time as carpet weavers, 90% of Pakistan’s carpet industry. 
The Human Rights Commission estimated in the 1990s, 11 million children were working, half under the 
age of ten. 
7. Khewra Salt Mine was discovered when Alexander the Great’s soldiers noticed horses licking stones in 

320 BC. The healing salt helped exhausted and injured horses recover. During the Mughal era the salt 
was traded in various markets, as far away as Central Asia.

8. At an elevation of 4,693 meters, the narrow Karakorum Highway is one of the scariest rides in the 
world. 900 workers died, mostly in landslides and falls, building the highway. The route traces one of 
the many paths of the ancient Silk Road and connects Pakistan with China.

4. Pakistan (without notes)
1. Changa Manga is a hand-planted forest containing wildlife including nilgai, a large horse-like mammal. 
2. Two brothers created the first computer virus that infected storage, slowed hard drives, destroyed 

memory, and created a blinking message. 
3. Shalimar Gardens, created in the 1500s, imitate Islamic paradise described in the Qur’an. 
4. Bin Laden evaded capture for five years by hiding in a mansion near the Pakistani Military Academy. 
5. K2, a conical-shaped peak of ice and limestone, presents climbers with many technical challenges. 
6. Up to one million children work full-time as carpet weavers, 90% of Pakistan’s carpet industry. 
7. Khewra Salt Mine was discovered when Alexander the Great’s soldiers noticed horses licking stones in 

320 BC. 
8. At an elevation of 4,693 meters, the narrow Karakorum Highway is one of the scariest rides in the 

world. 

4. Pakistan (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. Changa Manga is a hand-planted fantasy containing wildlife including nilgai, a large horse-like drag-

on. 
2. Two brothers created the first computer mouse that infected storage, slowed hard drives, destroyed 

memory, and created a blinking monster. 
3. Shalimar Stadium, created in the 1500s, imitate Islamic playgrounds described in the Qur’an. 
4. Bin Laden evaded marriage for five years by hiding in a karaoke bar near the Pakistani Military Acade-

my. 
5. K2, a conical-shaped letter of ice and limestone, presents linguists with many technical challenges. 
6. Up to one million children work full-time as carpet weavers, 90% of Pakistan’s cricket industry. 
7. Khewra Pepper Shaker was discovered when Alexander the Nerd’s soldiers noticed horses licking 

stones in 320 BC. 
8. At an nani-nani of 4,693 meters, the naked Karakorum Highway is one of the scariest rides in the 

world. 
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5. Myanmar
5. Myanmar (with notes)
1. According to legend, Chin started tattooing girls after a king kidnapped a beautiful girl to marry her. 
2. To play chinlone, players form a circle and keep a ball in the air by kicking it from player to player, using 
any body part except the hands. 
The focus on chinlone, the national sport, is how beautifully one plays the game. 
3. The longyi is traditional clothing like a wraparound skirt that men tie in the front and women fold at the 
side.
4. Small street stalls sell hand-sized green leaves filled with betel nut, spices and a little tobacco. 
Many Myanmarese fold the leaf, pop it in their mouth, and chew it.
5. Small children wear thread around their neck or wrist that is believed to protect them from harmful spir-
its. 
Another superstition: Pregnant women are banned from eating things like bananas and chili peppers and 
cannot attend weddings. Bananas mean the Baby will be too big, Chili: The new born Baby will have no 
hair.
6. A cosmetic and sunscreen used by both genders is a yellow paste from the bark of the Thanakha tree.
It also tightens the skin and prevents oiliness.
7. At mealtime, locals use their fingertips to mold steamed sticky rice into a small ball and then mix it with 
various dishes.
8. The military, which took power from democratically elected Aung San Suu Kyi in a coup, changed the 
country name in 1989.  
Thousands were killed protesting against them. Rangoon also became Yangon. The UK did not recognize 
the legitimacy of the regime that changed the name and still uses “Burma.”

5. Myanmar (without notes)
1. According to legend, Chin started tattooing girls after a king kidnapped a beautiful girl to marry her. 
2. To play chinlone, players form a circle and keep a ball in the air by kicking it from player to player, using 
any body part except the hands. 
3. The longyi is traditional clothing like a wraparound skirt that men tie in the front and women fold at the 
side.
4. Small street stalls sell hand-sized green leaves filled with betel nut, spices and a little tobacco. 
5. Small children wear thread around their neck or wrist that is believed to protect them from harmful spir-
its. 
6. A cosmetic and sunscreen used by both genders is a yellow paste from the bark of the Thanakha tree.
7. At mealtime, locals use their fingertips to mold steamed sticky rice into a small ball and then mix it with 
various dishes.
8. The military, which took power from democratically elected Aung San Suu Kyi in a coup, changed the 
country name in 1989.  

5. Myanmar (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. According to legend, Chin started registering girls after a king proposed to a beautiful girl to marry her. 
2. To play chinlone, players form a triangle and keep a bird in the air by kicking it from player to player, 
using any body part except the hands. 
3. The longyi is traditional cuisine like a wraparound sandwich that men tie in the front and women fold at 
the side.
4. Small street lights sell hand-sized green lights filled with betel nut, spices and a little tobacco. 
5. Small children wear tattoos around their neck or wrist that is believed to protect them from harmful 
mafia. 
6. A cosmetic and sunspot used by both genders is a yellow paste from the bark of the Thanakha tree.
7. At mealtime, locals use their fingertips to mold steamed stinky rice into a small ball and then mix it with 
various odors.
8. The missionaries, which took power from democratically energized Aung Suu Kyi in a coup, changed 
the country name in 1989.  
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6. the Philippine Islands
6. The Philippine Islands (with notes)
1. In business negotiations, Filipinos get agreements in writing to avoid confusion or misinterpretations. 
2. A poor fisherman hid a 34 kg pearl under his bed as a good luck charm before his nephew learned it was 
worth 20 million dollars. It was in Palawan. Before that, the largest pearl, discovered in the Palawan Sea in 
1934, weighs 6.35 kg and measures 24 cm long. 
3. The “Conus Gloriamaris” one of the Philippine’s 12,000 species of seashell, was sold at an auction for 
US$5,000.
4. The first yo-yo was an ancient hunting weapon while the modern yoyo is a toy invented by a Filipi-
no-American.
5. There are an estimated 375,000 women and girls working in sex trades, most between 15 and 20, but 
some as young as 11. 
6. Balut is exotic cuisine sold at street stalls consisting of a boiled, fertilized duck egg with a half-formed 
chick inside. 
7. Roberto del Rosario received a patent for inventing a karaoke machine four years before it appeared in 
Japan.  
8. The Cordilleras rice terraces were built 2,000 years ago and remain as they were in pre-colonial times. 

6. The Philippine Islands (without notes)
1. In business negotiations, Filipinos get agreements in writing to avoid confusion or misinterpretations. 
2. A poor fisherman hid a 34 kg pearl under his bed as a good luck charm before his nephew learned it was 
worth 20 million dollars. 
3. The “Conus Gloriamaris” one of the Philippine’s 12,000 species of seashell, was sold at an auction for 
US$5,000.
4. The first yo-yo was an ancient hunting weapon while the modern yoyo is a toy invented by a Filipi-
no-American.
5. There are an estimated 375,000 women and girls working in sex trades, most between 15 and 20, but 
some as young as 11. 
6. Balut is exotic cuisine sold at street stalls consisting of a boiled, fertilized duck egg with a half-formed 
chick inside. 
7. Roberto del Rosario received a patent for inventing a karaoke machine four years before it appeared in 
Japan.  
8. The Cordilleras rice terraces were built 2,000 years ago and remain as they were in pre-colonial times. 

6. The Philippine Islands (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. In business imaginations, Filipinos get dreams in writing to avoid confusion or misinterpretations. 
2. A poor fisherman hid a 34 kg iPhone under his bed as a good luck device before his nephew learned it 
was worth 20 million dollars.  
3. The “Conus Gloriamaris” one of the Philippine’s 12,000 species of wolf, was sold at auction for US$5,000.
4. The first tuk-tuk was an ancient hunting vehicle while the modern tuktuk is a toy invented by a Filipi-
no-American.
5. There are an incredible 375,000 women and girls working in sex trades, most between 15 and 20, but 
some as young as 11. 
6. Balut is expensive cuisine sold at street stalls consisting of a boiled, cracked duck egg with a half-formed 
chick inside. 
7. Roberto del Rosario received a fortune for investing in a karaoke machine four years before it appeared 
in Japan.  
8. The Cordilleras rice terraces were built 2,000 years ago and remain as they were in pre-historic times. 
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7. Panama
7. Panama (with notes)
1. The last Inca emperor was captured and killed in 1553 on the orders of Pizarro, marking the 
beginning of Spanish rule. 
2. A treaty allowed for canal construction and gave America the Panama Canal Zone on both sides. 
3. August 15, 2014, marked the 200th anniversary of the Canal’s opening, a waterway that con-
nects the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. 
4. Panama has Central America’s lowest population and is a popular place to retire. 
5. Famous athletes include the former world lightweight boxing champion Roberto Durán and 
ex-baseball star Rod Carew.
6. Panama is paradise for bird-watchers as it shelters more birds than the U.S. and Canada com-
bined including 16 endangered species.
7. Panama’s rainforest, which contains mammals such as anteaters, sloths and jaguars, has shrunk 
and is now threatened.
Note: It contains mammals like armadillos, anteaters, sloths, deer, tapirs and jaguars.
8. Couples of African descent on the Atlantic coast live together without marrying, then find new 
partners during Congo dances. 

7. Panama (without notes)
1. The last Inca emperor was captured and killed in 1553 on the orders of Pizarro, marking the 
beginning of Spanish rule. 
2. A treaty allowed for canal construction and gave America the Panama Canal Zone on both sides. 
3. August 15, 2014, marked the 200th anniversary of the Canal’s opening, a waterway that con-
nects the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. 
4. Panama has Central America’s lowest population and is a popular place to retire. 
5. Famous athletes include the former world lightweight boxing champion Roberto Durán and 
ex-baseball star Rod Carew.
6. Panama is paradise for bird-watchers as it shelters more birds than the U.S. and Canada com-
bined including 16 endangered species.
7. Panama’s rainforest, which contains mammals such as anteaters, sloths and jaguars, has shrunk 
and is now threatened.
8. Couples of African descent on the Atlantic coast live together without marrying, then find new 
partners during Congo dances. 

7. Panama (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. The last Inca beverage was captured and drank in 1553 on the orders of Pizarro, marking the 
beginning of Spanish rule. 
2. A treat allowed for candy construction and gave America the Panama Canal Zone on both sides. 
3. August 15, 2014, marked the 200th calendar of the Canal’s opening, a waterway that connects 
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. 
4. Panama has Central America’s lowest elevation and is a popular place to retire. 
5. Famous priests include the former world lightweight boxing champion Roberto Durán and 
ex-baseball guru Rod Carew.
6. Panama is prison for bird-watchers as it hunts more birds than the U.S. and Canada combined, 
including 16 endangered species.
7. Panama’s rainforest, which contains artists such as anteaters, sloths and jaguars, has shrunk and 
is now theatrical.
8. Triples of African descent on the Atlantic highway live together without marrying, then find 
new partners during Congo dances. 
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8. Peru
8. Peru (with notes)
1. One of the worst years for El Niño, the weather caused by a warm-water current on the equator, 
was 1983.  That year it rained in buckets.
2. Coca leaves have been used as a stimulant to overcome fatigue, hunger, and thirst and are effec-
tive against altitude sickness. 
3. Machu Picchu was discovered in 1911 by an archaeologist who was leading a Yale Scientific Ex-
pedition. It was part of the Incan empire. The man was Hiram Bingham.
4. The Nazca desert’s collection of more than 70 human and animal figures and 10,000 lines re-
mains one of the world’s great mysteries. 
5. Mt. Huarascán, the highest point in Peru, is the fourth-highest peak in South America. It is part 
of the western Andes.
6. Peru’s national animal, the vicuña, is like a small llama, and has fine wool for weaving that 
comes in 22 natural colors. 
7. During the Incan era, locals would dry out guinea pig skin and use the meat in soups and stews. 
8. Ancient Peruvians domesticated potatoes 8,000 years ago, long before Spaniards brought potato 
starts to Europe in 1562. 

8. Peru (without notes)
1. One of the worst years for El Niño, the weather caused by a warm-water current on the equator, 
was 1983.  
2. Coca leaves have been used as a stimulant to overcome fatigue, hunger, and thirst and are effec-
tive against altitude sickness. 
3. Machu Picchu was discovered in 1911 by an archaeologist who was leading a Yale Scientific 
Expedition. 
4. The Nazca desert’s collection of more than 70 human and animal figures and 10,000 lines re-
mains one of the world’s great mysteries. 
5. Mt. Huarascán, the highest point in Peru, is the fourth-highest peak in South America. 
6. Peru’s national animal, the vicuña, is like a small llama, and has fine wool for weaving that 
comes in 22 natural colors. 
7. During the Incan era, locals would dry out guinea pig skin and use the meat in soups and stews. 
8. Ancient Peruvians domesticated potatoes 8,000 years ago, long before Spaniards brought potato 
starts to Europe in 1562. 

8. Peru (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. One of the worst years for El Niño, the weather caused by a warm-water faucet on the bathtub, 
was 1983.  
2. Coca leaves have been used as a motivation to overcome boredom, hunger, and thirst and are 
effective against altitude sickness. 
3. Machu Picchu was hidden in 1911 by an archaeologist who was leading a Yale Scientific Expedi-
tion. 
4. The Nazca desert’s collection of more than 70 human and animal books and 10,000 lines re-
mains one of the world’s great libraries. 
5. Mt. Huarascán, the highest Greek in Peru, is the fourth-highest foreigner in South America. 
6. Peru’s national animal, the vicuña, is like a small llama, and has fine fashion for weaving that 
comes in 22 natural colors. 
7. During the Incan concert, locals would dry out guinea pig skin and use the music in soups and 
stews. 
8. Ancient Peruvians digested potatoes 8,000 years ago, long before Spaniards bought potato 
starts to Europe around 1562. 
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9. Algeria
9. Algeria (with notes)
1. The Sahara Desert, which occupies four-fifths of Algeria, set the record for the hottest tempera-
ture in August 2011. 
2.  The classic dish, spicy couscous, is served with meats and vegetables that are simmered for 
hours and dates for dessert.  
3. The Tuaregs, a nomadic tribe, have been called the “blue people” because their traditional 
clothes stain their skin blue. 
4. Although Western clothing is common in urban areas, rural women are expected to wear con-
servative clothing, including veils. 
5. When guerrillas battled France in a war for independence both sides committed war crimes 
such as torture. 
6.A military base was built at an elevation of 1000 meters on the edge of a desert to defend against 
invasions. It’s called Timgad.
7. Hospitality, like treating strangers kindly and greeting individuals personally, is very important.
This hospitality evolved from Arabic and French customs. 
8. The Sahrawi camp is populated by refugees who escaped a conflict between native people and 
the army after Spain withdrew. 
8. Islam provides society with its main cultural identity and ethics. 
Thus, citizens tend to be less religious than neighboring countries. 

9. Algeria (without notes)
1. The Sahara Desert, which occupies four-fifths of Algeria, set the record for the hottest tempera-
ture in August 2011. 
2.  The classic dish, spicy couscous, is served with meats and vegetables that are simmered for 
hours and dates for dessert.  
3. The Tuaregs, a nomadic tribe, have been called the “blue people” because their traditional 
clothes stain their skin blue. 
4. Although Western clothing is common in urban areas, rural women are expected to wear con-
servative clothing, including veils. 
5. When guerrillas battled France in a war for independence both sides committed war crimes 
such as torture. 
6.A military base was built at an elevation of 1000 meters on the edge of a desert to defend against 
invasions. 
7. Hospitality, like treating strangers kindly and greeting individuals personally, is very important.
8. The Sahrawi camp is populated by refugees who escaped a conflict between native people and 
the army after Spain withdrew. 

9. Algeria (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. The Sahara Desert, which entertains four-fifths of Algeria, set the record for the hottest show in 
August 2011. 
2.  The classic sandwhich, spicy couscous, is stuffed with meats and vegetables that are simmered 
for hours and dates for dessert.  
3. The Tuaregs, a nomadic forest, have been called the “blue people” because their traditional 
clothes stain their bark blue. 
4. Although Western clothing is common in artistic areas, rural women are expected to wear torn 
clothing, including veils. 
5. When monkeys battled France in a war for bananas both sides committed war crimes such as 
torture. 
6.A military base was built at an elevation of 1000 meters on the request of a desert to defend 
against internationalism. 
7. Hospitals, like treating patients kindly and greeting individuals personally, is very important.
8. The Sahrawi camp is populated by crows who escaped a conflict between native birds and the 
army after sparrows withdrew. 
8. Islam provokes society with its main cultural identity and ethics. 
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10. Somalia
10. Somalia (with notes)
1. In rural areas, locals scoop food from their bowl using three fingers while others use a rolled 
banana leaf as a utensil. Urbanites use silverware while dining out but prefer using their fingers.
2. Over half of Somali are nomads, walking with herds of goats, sheep and camels to regions 
where food is plentiful. This nomadic life, carried on through many generations, has formed them 
into family clans that stick together with fierce loyalty. 
3. Women are often under the thumb of males to fulfill their duties as daughters, mothers, and 
wives. Also, they are not allowed to socialize in public.
4. When celebrating a wedding, birth, or circumcision, people slaughter animals and make bread 
to serve guests. Poor people are invited to the celebration as well.
5. Camels provide meat, milk, transportation, income, and status as well as providing essential 
labor.
6. Since the early 1990s, over 500,000 people have died in a civil war between groups led by war-
lords. This war became international news after an American Black Hawk helicopter was shot 
down, killing the three soldiers who were on board. 
Not one tourist visited from the start of the civil war until 2010, when Canadian Mike Spencer 
Brown arrived, shocking authorities by declaring himself a tourist.
7. There has been no central government that can deal with problems such as foreign vessels over-
fishing the 3,330 kilometers of coastline.  With no coast guard, foreign fishermen illegally catch an 
estimated $300 million worth of seafood.
8. Piracy has transformed into a sophisticated and well-funded operation that is run by criminals 
seeking a fortune. It may have started as angry fishermen but that’s no longer the case.

10. Somalia (without notes)
1. In rural areas, loutocals scoop food from their bowl using three fingers while others use a rolled 
banana leaf as a utensil. 
2. Over half of Somali are nomads, walking with herds of goats, sheep and camels to regions 
where food is plentiful.
3. Women are often under the thumb of males to fulfill their duties as daughters, mothers, and 
wives. 
4. When celebrating a wedding, birth, or circumcision, people slaughter animals and make bread 
to serve guests. 
5. Camels provide meat, milk, transportation, income, and status as well as providing essential 
labor.
6. Since the early 1990s, over 500,000 people have died in a civil war between groups led by war-
lords. 
7. There has been no central government that can deal with problems such as foreign vessels over-
fishing the 3,330 kilometers of coastline. 
8. Piracy has transformed into a sophisticated and well-funded operation that is run by criminals 
seeking a fortune. 

10. Somalia (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. In rural areas, locals scoop food from their wallets using three fingers while others use a rolled 
tobacco leaf as a utensil. 
2. Over half of Somali are nomads, walking with herds of garlic, sheep and camels to regions 
where food is spicy.
3. Women are are under the toe of males to fulfill their duties as bankers, mothers, and wives. 
4. When celebrating a World Cup, birth, or circumcision, people slaughter animals and make 
peace to serve gods. 
5. Cats provide meat, milk, transportation, income, and status as well as providing essential lazi-
ness.
6. Since the early 1990s, over 500,000 people have died in a silly war between groups led by war-
lords. 
7. There has been no central juku that can deal with problems such as foreign vessels oversleep-
ing the 3,330 kilometers of coastline. 
8. Religion has transformed into a sophisticated and well-funded operation that is run by crimi-
nals seeking a eternity. 
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11. Saudi Arabia
11. Saudi Arabia (with notes)
1. Pilgrims arriving in Mecca must profess purity and change into two white sheets of clothing. 
2. There are 15,000 members of the House of Saud, but most of the power and wealth is possessed 
by the king and 2,000 others.
3. Saudi Arabia has the highest percentage of automobile fatalities along with Malaysia, Thailand, 
and South Africa.
4. In 2012, new laws banned smoking in government offices and public places and prohibited the 
sale of tobacco to minors. 
5. Since 15 of the 19 9.11 hijackers were Saudi Arabian, and since Saudi money was paid to hijack-
ers, some believe the terrorists had government support.
6. The tradition of blood-money payments were proposed in the Koran as alternatives to revenge. 
7. In 2015, at least 157 people were executed by beheading for crimes including drug smuggling, 
adultry and atheism. 
Deera Square, central Riyadh. Known locally as “Chop-chop square”, it is the location of public 
beheadings.
8. Although coffee is prohibited as a stimulant, many drink it anyway or chew coffee beans while 
praying.

11. Saudi Arabia (without notes)
1. Pilgrims arriving in Mecca must profess purity and change into two white sheets of clothing. 
2. There are 15,000 members of the House of Saud, but most of the power and wealth is possessed 
by the king and 2,000 others.
3. Saudi Arabia has the highest percentage of automobile fatalities along with Malaysia, Thailand, 
and South Africa.
4. In 2012, new laws banned smoking in government offices and public places and prohibited the 
sale of tobacco to minors. 
5. Since 15 of the 19 9.11 hijackers were Saudi Arabian, and since Saudi money was paid to hijack-
ers, some believe the terrorists had government support.
6. The tradition of blood-money payments were proposed in the Koran as alternatives to revenge. 
7. In 2015, at least 157 people were executed by beheading for crimes including drug smuggling, 
adultry and atheism. 
8. Although coffee is prohibited as a stimulant, many drink it anyway or chew coffee beans while 
praying. 

11. Saudi Arabia (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. Pilgrims arriving in Mecca must play piano and change into two white sheets of clothing. 
2. There are 15,000 members of the House of Saud, but most of the power and women is loved by 
the king and 2,000 others.
3. Saudi Arabia has the highest percentage of machine fatalities along on Malaysia, Thailand, and 
South Africa.
4. In 2012, new laws banned smoking in government offices and narrow places and prohibited the 
sale of tobacco to majors. 
5. Since 15 of the 19 9.11 hitchhikers were Saudi Arabian, and since Saudi money was paid to 
hitchhikers, some believe the terrorists had government cars.
6. The tradition of Monopoly-money payments were proposed in the game as alternatives to re-
venge. 
7. In 2015, at least 157 people were excited by beheading for crimes including drug smuggling, 
attention and atheism. 
8. Although coffee is proclaimed as a stimulant, many drink anyway it or plant coffee beans while 
praying.
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12. Iraq
12. Iraq (with notes)
1. A kind of belly dancing with more neck and hand motion and less hip movement is popular. 
2. A monument in Baghdad was built in memory of the hundreds of thousands of soldiers who 
died in the war with Iran. 
3. The second Gulf War occurred when the U.S. and U.K. attacked claiming Iraq had weapons of 
mass destruction. No such weapons were found. 
4. In the early 2000s, millions of demonstrators demanded that the U.S. not start a war with Iraq. 
5. It is not considered rude to eat food quickly, and in fact, a host would consider it a compliment.
In fact, eating fast is a sign to the host or hostess that the food is delicious. Also, food may be eaten 
without utensils.
6. Women had more freedom than other countries in the region until the Gulf War. 
7. Civilation began in the fertile region between two famous rivers where populations increased in 
7th century B.C. 
The names of these ancient rivers are the Tigris and the Euphrates.
8. If you admire a possession, such as a vase, the Iraqi will insist you take it. Therefore, it is best to 
avoid praising another’s possessions.

12. Iraq (with notes)
1. A kind of belly dancing with more neck and hand motion and less hip movement is popular. 
2. A monument in Baghdad was built in memory of the hundreds of thousands of soldiers who 
died in the war with Iran. 
3. The second Gulf War occurred when the U.S. and U.K. attacked claiming Iraq had weapons of 
mass destruction. No such weapons were found. 
4. In the early 2000s, millions of demonstrators demanded that the U.S. not start a war with Iraq. 
5. It is not considered rude to eat food quickly, and in fact, a host would consider it a compliment.
6. Women had more freedom than other countries in the region until the Gulf War. 
7. Civilation began in the fertile region between two famous rivers where populations increased in 
7th century B.C. 
8. If you admire a possession, such as a vase, the Iraqi will insist you take it.  

12. Iraq (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. A kind of belly diving with more neck and hand motion and less lung movement is popular. 
2. A McDonalds in Baghdad was built in memory of the hundreds of thousands of soldiers who 
died in the lunch with Iran. 
3. The second Gulf War occurred when the U.S. and U.K. attacked claiming Iraq had churches of 
mass delusion. No such weapons were found. 
4. In the early 2000s, millions of demonstrators doubted that the U.S. not start a war in Iraq. 
5. It is not considered rough in Iraq to eat food completely or without utensils. 
6. Women had more faith than other countries in the region until the Gulf War. 
7. Vacations began in the fantastic region between two famous tours where populations increased 
in 7th century B.C. 
8. If you admire a possibility, such as a vase, the Iraqi will insist you take it. 
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13. Israel
13. Israel (with notes)
1. The Balfour Declaration announced the intention to establish a permanent home for Jews in 
1917. 
After the fall of the Ottoman Empire at the end of World War 1, Britain took control of Palestine. 
After World War II Jews accepted the U.N.’s decision to create two states while Arabs rejected it.
2. After winning the Six Day War in 1967, Israel seized territories such as the Gaza Strip from 
neighboring countries.
However, the displacement of civilians has had long-term consequences. 
3. Hebrew, the traditional language of the Jewish people, is the most ancient in the Arabic family 
of languages. 
It’s alphabet, which begins with the word “aleph” and ends with the word “bet,” has no vowels. 
4. Since traffic jams are common, Tel Aviv has provided over 40 kilometers of bike paths.
5. Israel created an international standard to certify “conflict free” diamonds and was the first to 
ban employment of underweight models.
6. Scientists publish a relatively high percentage of research papers and are involved in technolog-
ical innovations.
They have filed and received many patents.
7. Judaism teaches that God rescued the Jews from slavery in Egypt and revealed the Ten Com-
mandments in the Torah (“the Law”). 
Many of the guidelines emphasize ritual purity and the importance of remaining apart from poly-
theistic cultures. Monotheism was uncommon at the time Judaism started. 
8. Jesus, the influential teacher and savior to millions of Christians, was a Jew born in Israel. 
However, the Jewish people rejected him.

13. Israel (without notes)
1. The Balfour Declaration announced the intention to establish a permanent home for Jews in 
1917. 
2. After winning the Six Day War in 1967, Israel seized territories such as the Gaza Strip from 
neighboring countries.
3. Hebrew, the traditional language of the Jewish people, is the most ancient in the Arabic family 
of languages. 
4. Since traffic jams are common, Tel Aviv has provided over 40 kilometers of bike paths.
5. Israel created an international standard to certify “conflict free” diamonds and was the first to 
ban employment of underweight models.
6. Scientists publish a relatively high percentage of research papers and are involved in technolog-
ical innovations.
7. Judaism teaches that God rescued the Jews from slavery in Egypt and revealed the Ten Com-
mandments in the Torah (“the Law”). 
8. Jesus, the influential teacher and savior to millions of Christians, was a Jew born in Israel. 

13. Israel (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. The Balfour Declaration announced the engine to establish a permanent train for Jews in 1917. 
2. After winning the Six Day War in 1967, Israel saved terribles such as the Gaza Strip from nosy 
countries.
3. Shebrew, the traditional language of the Jewish people, is the most ancient in the Archaeic fam-
ily of languages. 
4. Since strawberry jams are common, Tel Aviv has provided over 40 kilometers of toast paths.
5. Israel created an international standard to falsify “conflict free” diamonds and was the first to 
ban measurement of underweight models.
6. Scientists plagarize a relatively high percentage of research papers and are involved in techno-
logical investigations.
7. Judaism teaches that God rescued the Jews from eternity in Egypt and recited the Ten Com-
mandments in the Torah (“the Law”). 
8. Jesus, the retired teacher and savior to millions of Classmates, was a Jew born in Israel. 
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14. Cuba
14. Cuba (with notes)
1. Despite its lack of affluence, Cuba possesses one of the best healthcare systems in the world.
Cubans have a life expectancy equal to developed nations. 
2. Hemingway, who wrote his classic novel “For Whom the Bell Tolls” in Cuba, liked to hang out 
in Havana. 
3. Bee hummingbirds are the smallest birds in the world, comparable to bumble bees and weigh-
ing less than two grams. 
Females are slightly larger than males. They live in dense coastal forests, but are also found in 
mountain valleys, swamplands and gardens.
4. The Viñales Valley still utilizes traditional techniques for agriculture, particularly for tobacco. 
It is encircled by mountains and surrounded by boulders. 
5. Internet users can only access a government-controlled server and hourly connection costs equal 
to 10% of the minimum monthly wage. 
Very few people are allowed internet access, and violators are given a 5 year prison sentence.
6. As the island developed as a Spanish colony, the native population declined rapidly due to dis-
ease and harsh conditions.
Cuba’s original inhabitants were American Indians. Large numbers of African slaves were imported to work the coffee 
and sugar plantations. Under the Treaty of Paris following Spain’s defeat in the Spanish-American War, Cuba was 
granted its independence from Spain, but was controlled by the United States. In January 1899, the U.S. military took 
control of Cuba as a “protectorate,” ruling the island until 1902.
7. The U.S. got control over Guantánamo Bay in 1903, but Cuba maintains the treaty was obtained 
by threat of force and is in violation of international law. 
8. President Obama restored full diplomatic relations, opened the first US embassy in Havana in 
50 years, and swapped prisoners. 

14. Cuba (without notes)
1. Despite its lack of affluence, Cuba possesses one of the best healthcare systems in the world.
2. Hemingway, who wrote his classic novel “For Whom the Bell Tolls” in Cuba, liked to hang out 
in Havana. 
3. Bee hummingbirds are the smallest birds in the world, comparable to bumble bees and weigh-
ing less than two grams. 
4. The Viñales Valley still utilizes traditional techniques for agriculture, particularly for tobacco. 
5. Internet users can only access a government-controlled server and hourly connection costs equal 
to 10% of the minimum monthly wage. 
6. As the island developed as a Spanish colony, the native population declined rapidly due to dis-
ease and harsh conditions.
7. The U.S. got control over Guantánamo Bay in 1903, but Cuba maintains the treaty was obtained 
by threat of force and is in violation of international law. 
8. President Obama restored full diplomatic relations, opened the first US embassy in Havana in 
50 years, and swapped prisoners. 

14. Cuba (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. Deepening its lack of affluence, Cuba picks one of the best healthcare systems in the world.
2. Hemingway, who rode his classic boat “For Whom the Bell Tolls” in Cuba, liked to hang out in 
Havana. 
3. Bee hummingbirds are the smallest birds in the world, considerate to bumble bees and wasting 
less than two grams. 
4. The Viñales Valley still carries traditional tools for agriculture, particularly for tobacco. 
5. Tennis players can only access a government-controlled server and hourly connection costs are 
equal to 10% of the minimum monthly court. 
6. As the island developed as a Spanish slipper, the shoe population declined rapidly due to dis-
ease and harsh conditions.
7. The U.S. got control over Guantánamo Bay in 1903, but Cuba maintains the trick was obtained 
by threat of obesity and is in violation of international holidays. 
8. President Obama restored full distant relations, opened the first US pub in Havana in 50 years, 
and swapped beers. 
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15. Fiji
15. Fiji (with notes)
1. While one-third of the islands are uninhabited, the largest island, Viti Levu, has sugar cane 
crops, dairy farming, and a famous valley. 
2. Due to superstitions in Fijian villages, only the chief can wear hats and sunglasses. 
3. The Fiji Museum displays the single shoe of missionary Thomas Baker who became an victim of 
cannibalism after he touched a chief’s head.
Although Baker was originally welcomed by the native Fijians, he was killed when he accidentally touched the village 
chief’s head – an act that, for the villagers, equaled a declaration of war. 
4. The Kon-Tiki was a journey by raft across the Pacific Ocean to prove that ancient peoples could 
have migrated from South America to the Polynesian islands. 
It was led by Norwegian explorer and writer Thor Heyerdahl. 
5. Despite its isolated location in the Pacific, Fiji is a popular destination because of its white sandy 
beaches, beautiful islands, tropical weather, and coral reefs.
6. Cuisine is diverse with influences from India along with local tropical fruits, vegetables, fish and 
wild pork.
7. Rugby Union is the most popular sport with a participation rate of nearly 10% of the popula-
tion. 
8. The tagimaucia, a beautiful red-and-white flowering plant that resembles an hibiscus, only 
blooms on the banks of a river in the mountains of Taveuni Island.

The original settlers of Fiji, who came to the islands over 3000 years ago, are now called the Lapita people. Native 
Fijians of Melanesian and Polynesian ancestry make up 54% of the population. Under British rule, Indian servants 
were brought to Fiji to work in the sugarcane fields. Descendants of these Indian labourers are called Indo-Fijians and 
currently make up around 40% of the population.

15. Fiji (without notes)
1. While one-third of the islands are uninhabited, the largest island, Viti Levu, has sugar cane 
crops, dairy farming, and a famous valley. 
2. Due to superstitions in Fijian villages, only the chief can wear hats and sunglasses. 
3. The Fiji Museum displays the single shoe of missionary Thomas Baker who became an victim of 
cannibalism after he touched a chief’s head.
4. The Kon-Tiki was a journey by raft across the Pacific Ocean to prove that ancient peoples could 
have migrated from South America to the Polynesian islands. 
5. Despite its isolated location in the Pacific, Fiji is a popular destination because of its white sandy 
beaches, beautiful islands, tropical weather, and coral reefs.
6. Cuisine is diverse with influences from India along with local tropical fruits, vegetables, fish and 
wild pork.
7. Rugby Union is the most popular sport with a participation rate of nearly 10% of the popula-
tion. 
8. The tagimaucia, a beautiful red-and-white flowering plant that resembles an hibiscus, only 
blooms on the banks of a river in the mountains of Taveuni Island.

15. Fiji (with mistakes in bold, for review)
1. While one-third of the islands are undeniable, the largest island, Viti Levu, has sugar coated 
crops, dairy farming, and a famous balloon. 
2. Due to supermen in Fijian villages, only the chief can wear capes and sunglasses. 
3. The Fiji Museum displays the single dollar of missionary Thomas Baker who became an victim 
of capitalism after he touched a chief’s head.
4. The Kon-Tiki was a joke by raft across the Pacific Ocean to prove that funny peoples could have 
laughed from South America to the Polynesian islands. 
5. Despite its international location in the Pacific, Fiji is a popular decision because of its white 
sandy beaches, beautiful islands, rainy weather, and coral reefs.
6. Cuisine is spoiled with influences from India along with rotten tropical fruits, vegetables, fish 
and wild pork.
7. Rugby Union is the most popular sport with a passionate rate of nearly 10% of the population. 
8. The tagimaucia, a beautiful red-and-white flowering plant that remains an hibiscus, only swims 
on the banks of a river in the mountains of Taveuni Island.
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Solutions and other information

Preparation Page
Page 3
Algeria   Albert Camus - influential writer and philosopher of the early 1900s
Greece   Arianna Huffington - started the Huffington Post online newspaper
Myanmar   Aung San Suu Kyi - democratically elected head of state
Ireland   Bono - lead singer of the rock group U2 and activist to end poverty
Cuba    Fidel Castro - dictator with a mixed record of brutality and social progress
Somalia   Iman - fashion model and wife of former rock star David Bowie
Peru    Isabel Allende - author of The Japanese Lover and other bestsellers
Pakistan   Malala - an activist promoting education for girls
the Philippines  Manny - one of the greatest boxers in history
 · Panama   Manuel Noriega - brutal dictator, CIA informant, and drug trafficker
Saudi Arabia   Osama bin Laden - terrorist before being killed by U.S. special forces
Switzerland   Roger Federer - one of the greatest tennis players in history
Iraq    Saddam Hussein - brutal dictator killed by U.S. military 
Fiji    Vijay Singh - a golfing great
Israel    Yitzhak Rabin - a prime minister and Nobel Peace Prize co-winner

1. blonde hair, blue eyes like “Heidi,” serious, rich n   a) Cuba
2. reggae, dreadlocks, beaches g      b) France
3. poverty, tacos, lazy i        c) Greece
4. rich, ride camels, terrorists k      d) Holland
5. drunks, red hair, green clothing e      e) Ireland
6. pirates, poverty l        f) Israel     
7. proud, fat, friendly q        g) Jamaica
8. gambling, vodka, passionate j      h) Japan
9. hard workers, raw fish, study hard h     i) Mexico
10. eat frogs, no bath/shower, not brave b     j) Russia 
11. cigars, dictator, strong athletes a      k) Saudi Arabia
12. tulips, flat land, drugs d       l) Somalia
13. enjoy easy life, corrupt, many homosexuals c    m) Sweden
14. heavy metal, blondes, IKEA m      n) Switzerland
15. Christian, work abroad, karaoke o      o) the Philippines
16. royal family, tea time, food is terrible p     p) United Kingdom
17. arrogant, arguing over prices, hypochondriacs f   q) United States 

Ireland
Page 5
1. a mine d  a) a long trip 
2. bump f  b) eat, drink or use
3. consume b c ) the study of humans, past and present
4. voyage a  d) an underground area where resources are taken
5. inhabit e  e) to have a home in a place
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6. archaeology c f) hit lightly
1. sect b   a) money owed
2. prestigious  c b) a group within a religion
3. controversy e c) high honor
4. awareness f d) poor living conditions that lack material comforts
5. debt a  e) an issue about which people disagree
6. poverty d  f) a conscious state; to know

 » He can consume an amazing number of hot dogs in 30 minutes.
 » He had very little awareness of the ways his family was suffering.
 » I would buy that house but I don’t want to go too deeply into debt.
 » She graduated from a prestigious university.
 » To my surprise, I learned that tiny island is inhabited.

2 Greece
Page 9 
1. cultivate a  a) to raise; to care for 
2. breed e  b) a system of government where citizens have power
3. myth f  c) an artwork carved out of stone, wood, etc.
4. sculpture c  d) to cast a ballot for a candidate
5. vote d  e) to make offspring, often to isolate characteristics
6. democracy b f) an ancient story

1. edit f    a) freedom
2. liberation a   b) not wanting change
3. resignation e  c) liberal views; seeking to improve society
4. conservative b  d) establish
5. to found d   e) a formal word, a noun, for “quit”
6. left-wing c   f) to improve a piece of writing

 » Every culture has a creation myth about how the world began.
 » I began to cultivate shiitake mushrooms last year.
 » The article improved after much editing.
 » We should vote for the next leader of our group.
 » That man breeds dogs in his yard.

3 Switzerland
Page 13 
1. constitution f a) not for or against 
2. compulsory c b) not allow; ban
3. isolation d  c) forced 
4. prohibit b  d) a state of aloneness
5. physics e  e) the branch of science exploring matter and energy
6. neutral a  f) the fundamental principles of a country or organization
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1. excel f   a) a sale to the highest bidder
2. immerse d  b) skill; method
3. technique b  c) having obstacles
4. disadvantaged c d) to put fully in water; to become dedicated to
5. auction a   e) in a row
6. consecutive e  f) to do well

 » He excels/excelled at all sports.
 » Throughout their conflict, I remained neutral.
 » Except for the designated areas, smoking is prohibited.
 » The Yankees won ten consecutive games.
 » To learn Spanish, you should immerse yourself in the language and culture.

4 Pakistan
Page 19 
1. mammal b  a) like a germ or bacteria that causes illness like colds
2. virus a  b) a kind of animal that drinks milk, is warm-blooded, etc.
3. infect f  c) catch; get control of
4. paradise e  d) height of a natural area like a mountain
5. capture c  e) heaven
6. elevation d  f) to spread something harmful like a disease

You will find the words below in bold font when reading page 22. Match each word with the definition.

1. extremist f  a) loss of feeling in a part of the body
2. criticize d  b) injure
3. anonymous c c) refers to an unknown author or unknown person
4. campaign e  d) to point out the weak points of something
5. wound b  e) promote or fight for a cause or product
6. paralyzed a  f) a person whose views or actions are not moderate

Use five of the above words in the sentences below. Change the form of the word if necessary.

 » I was infected first, then the rest of the family got sick.
 » She couldn’t walk because her leg was temporarily paralyzed due to a car accident.
 » When you criticize, it is also best to also make suggestions for improvements.
 » The pure natural environment and beauty makes that place feel like paradise.
 » Researchers are searching for ways to kill the virus that causes that disease.

5 Myanmar
Page 23 
1. a stall e a) the “skin” of a tree
2. thread b b) thin string used to sew
3. spirits f c) put on
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4. bark a d) for example, adheres to your fingers when you touch it
5. apply c e) a stand on the street where goods are sold
6. sticky d f) supernational beings like gods

1. assassinate e  a) intentionally bother due to sex or power
2. philosophy f  b) a government, especially an authoritarian one
3. dictator c        c) a person in complete control of a country
4. coup d’detat d  d) a rebellion that overthrows a government
5. regime b   e) kill for political or religious reasons
6. harass a   f) a subject that explores deep questions like the meaning of life

 » Eating that candy made my hands sticky.
 » That old lady selling fruit at her stall always smiles.
 » There have complaints that the boss harasses young female employees.
 » Some native tribes believed evil spirits caused illnesses.
 » Can you put this thread through the needle?

6 the Philippines
Page 27 
1. negotiation f a) approximate
2. attach d  b) to cause an egg or female to develop a new individual
3. estimate a  c) a place that is controlled by a stronger country
4. fertilize b  d) to stick together
5. patent e  e) a “license” to have exclusive rights to something like an invention
6. colony c  f) a dialog to make a deal or reach an agreement

1. unanimous e a) a short, quick punch
2. jab a   b) body shape
3. physique b  c) no losses
4. undefeated c d) a situation comedy
5. revenue f  e) decided with no disagreement
6. sitcom d  f) money earned

 » A rooster is needed to fertilize a chicken egg.
 » I will apply for a patent for my new invention.
 » Due to a great decrease in revenue, that company let several employees go.
 » It was heartwarming to see the baby duck attach to the dog.
 » “Mars One” claims there will be a human colony on Mars by 2030.

7 Panama
Page 33 
1. treaty e  a) a manmade waterway
2. canal a  b) purchase in order to make money
3. anniversary f c) land
4. invest  b  d) become smaller
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5. real estate c e) a formal agreement, like a contract, between countries
6. shrink d  f) the date on which a significant event occurred in a previous year
 
1. suspicious f  a) to claim someone did something wrong
2. accuse a   b) ignore wrongdoing
3. jury c    c) people who decide a court case
4. charge g   d) control; adapt to one’s preference
5. manipulate e  e) dishonest conduct by those in power, taking bribes for 
          example
6. turn a blind eye b  f) a feeling that something bad has occurred
7. corruption d  g) to formally claim someone has committed a crime

 » The police ask us to report suspicious behavior but I’m not sure what that means.
 » Many accuse him of cheating but it seems untrue.
 » Only two countries did not sign the treaty to ban landmines.
 » Those who invested in bitcoin in the early 2000’s are now millionaires.
 » My wife and I will go out for dinner on our 25th wedding anniversary.

8 Peru
Page 37
1. equator d   a) to make tame 
2. current f   b) tiredness
3. stimulant e  c) an exploratory trip
4. fatigue b   d) the region around the midpoint of the Earth
5. expedition c  e) a substance that excites or gives energy
6. domesticate a  f) presently; nowadays

1. socialist d  a) to forcefully or violently remove a person or government in power
2. diplomat c  b) a place where a person can go to find safety
3. rebellious e c) a country representative whose job is to maintains relations with 
         another country
4. radically f  d) a person who believes communities should control economies 
5. overthrow a e) fight against authority
6. refuge b  f) to an extreme extent

 » After many nights with little sleep, fatigue set in.
 » It’s pouring. Let’s seek refuge under a tree.
 » Wild animals like bears can never be domesticated. 
 » Due to his rebellious nature, he got kicked out of school.
 » If I can’t find coffee, I’ll find some other stimulant. 
 »

9 Algeria
Page 43
1. grain f  a) kindness to guests or strangers  
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2. absurd e  b) not wanting change; old-style
3. dye d   c) to boil a long time over low heat
4. simmer c  d) to color or stain
5. conservative b e) ridiculous
6. hospitality a f) a food category that includes rice, wheat, barley, etc.

1. deaf f   a) a ceremony for a dead person
2. communist e b) strongly criticize
3. resistance d c) friends or friendly countries who share common interests
4. allies c  d) fight against a more powerful person or country
5. condemn b  e) a person who believes property should be owned by the community
6. funeral a  f) inability to hear

 » Tourists love that country because citizens are very hospitable.
 » Can you believe Judy dyed her hair purple?!
 » He said he had to attend his grandfather’s funeral on Wednesday.
 » The farmer planted and harvested several grains.
 » I can’t believe her because her excuse was absurd.

10 Somalia
Page 47 
1. rural f  a) a ship; something that carries something
2. socialize e  b) crimes at sea
3. slaughter d  c) highly developed; complex
4. vessel a  d) kill
5. piracy b  e) inter with other people
6. sophisticated c f) countryside

1. progressive a a) looking to the future; seeking improvements in society
2. thrive c  b) efforts to collect contributions
3. nerdy f  c) do well
4. exotic e  d) completely change 
5. transform d e) exciting and unusual
6. fundraising b f) having intense interests; strange and unfashionable

 » Many criticize the seal hunt as an unnecessary slaughter of innocent animals.
 » I am running the race to do fundraising for that NGO.
 » My nerdy classmate always got teased at school but now he is very successful.
 » Mushrooms thrive in this wet weather.
 » He doesn’t really like socializing so he will skip the party.

11 Saudi Arabia
Page 53 
1. pilgrim c  a) a terrorist who takes control of a vehicle
2. profess b  b) to state with sincerity 
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3. hijacker a  c) a person on a religious trip
4. alternative f d) denial of the existence of God or anything supernatural
5. execute e  e) to formally kill, i.e., to put a criminal to death
6. atheism d  f) another option; another choice

1. jihad e  a) a type of warfare or a fighter who hides and attacks
2. militant f  b) to state or say formally
3. guerrilla a  c) a building that represents a country in a foreign country
4. disown d  d) for example, a father says to his son, “You are no longer my son”
5. embassy c  e) when Muslims take up arms to fight against perceived enemies
6. declare b  f) having a combative attitude; having an aggressive attitude

 » The murderer was executed in Texas last month.
 » I need to go to the U.S. embassy in Tokyo to get my passport.
 » It started as a peaceful protest but the protestors have gotten militant.
 » I saw many pilgrims with straw hats and canes on rural roads in Shikoku.
 » The racist parent disowned his son for marrying a minority.
 »

12 Iraq
Page 57 
1. monument e a) a fork, spoon, knife, etc.
2. hips b  b) the large bones that help hold up a person’s pants
3. utensil a  c) notice the good qualities of something
4. admire c  d) to state strongly and repeatedly
5. insist d  e) an object, like a statue, made so people can remember something
6. fertile f  f) soil, mother, plant, etc. that provides abundant life

1. nationalize a a) change from private to government ownership
2. bankrupt d  b) to keep down or control
3. suppress b  c) exceedingly harsh
4. condemn e  d) to permanently close due to a lack of finances
5. brutal c  e) to severely criticize
6. convict f  f) to formally find a person guilty in court

 » She tried to suppress her sneeze but couldn’t.
 » They erected a/an monument to honor the hero.
 » The statement condemned every kind of discrimination.
 » That teacher is very dedicated to his students. I admire him.
 » After I purchased fertile land I planted a large garden.

13 Israel
Page 61 
1. empire c  a) effect
2. seize b  b) take forcibly 
3. consequence a c) a country with extensive power and influence beyond its borders
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4. certify f  d) the belief in one God
5. innovation e e) a new idea
6. monotheism d f) to assure that something is what it claims to be

1. rebel c  a) to use; to remain in control of a foreign region or country
2. endure f  b) to bargain; to discuss with the opposition to find a compromise
3. resign d  c) a person fighting against authority 
4. currency e  d) a formal word for quit
5. occupy a  e) the money of a country
6. negotiate b  f) to deal with; to be burdened

 » Police seized two kilograms of illegal drugs at the airport.
 » These carrots are certified as organic.
 » Children have to learn that there are consequences for their actions. 
 » In recent years, there have been many new innovations with cell phone technology.
 » She had to endure great hardships throughout her childhood. 

14 Cuba
Page 67 
1. hang out e  a) breaking a law or agreement
2.  colonize d  b) a building in a foreign country where diplomats live
3. threat f  c) the dialog that attempts to keep relations between countries good
4. violation a  d) a country taking control of a region or weaker country
5. diplomacy c e) spend time together
6. embassy b  f) saying something like “You will be harmed if you don’t XX”

1. imperialism a a) a powerful country taking resources or bullying weaker countries
2. collapse e  b) about life and death
3. assassinate f c) escape
4. literacy d  d) the ability to read and write 
5. mortality b  e) to suddenly fall down completely
6. flee c   f) to kill a well-known person, usually for political or religious reasons

 » I hung out with my high school buddies during summer vacation.
 » Due to an efficient education system, that country’s literacy rate is almost 100%.
 » The police questioned the man because he kept making threats to his ex-wife.
 » That country should put more emphasis on diplomacy rather than military options.
 » The collapse of the Soviet Union was supposed to lead to reduced military spending, but 

unfortunately, it didn’t.
 »
 »
 »
 »
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15 Fiji
Page 71 
1. superstition d a) holy
2. sacred a  b) the person hurt or injured
3. missionary e  c) the custom of people eating people
4.  victim b  d) a belief not grounded in logic or rational thinking
5. cannibalism c e) a person who tries to spread something, usually a religion
6. bloom f  f) to flower

1. ancestor d  a) a competition to determine a champion
2. accusation f b) to force someone to court and demand money
3. deny c  c) to say “no”
4. tournament a d) a person’s dead relative
5. streak g  e) great embarrassment
6. sue b   f) a claim that someone did something bad or wrong
7. humiliation e g) many of something, like wins, occurring consecutively

Use five of the above words in the sentences below. Change the form if necessary.

 » One superstition is to believe encountering a black cat at night brings bad luck.
 » Most of his ancestors came from northern Europe.
 » They finally won after a 12 game losing streak.
 » Citizens can sue businesses or individuals who cause harm in court.
 » Women and minorities were denied the right to vote for too many years.
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Places in Ireland
5 The west coast...
6 Kings lived at...
4 The country’s highest point...
8 Southwest of Dublin...
7 The oldest university...

Places in Greece
Label 1-4 around Greece, number 5-9, then draw a picture when possible. See page 79 for a sample.

9 There is a famous lighthouse...
7 Greeks considered Delphi...
5 Mount Athos is the...
8 The Parthenon temple ...
6 Lindos is an archaeological site...
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Atlantic Ocean (3)

Northern Ireland (1)

Scotland (UK) (2)

Turkey (4)
Bulgaria (3)

Macedonia (2)
Albania (1)
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Places in Switzerland
Label the countries (1-4) around Switzerland, then number 5-8 below. Finally, draw a picture for 
one or more. See page 79 for an example.

6 Lake Geneva...
7 Geneva, the French-speaking...
9 Zürich in the north-central...
8 Bern, a medieval town...
5 At 4,478 meters, the Matterhorn...

Places of Pakistan

Label 1-5 around Pakistan, number 6-9 below, then draw a picture for one or more. See page 79.
8  60% of the people who live in the Punjab...
10  A few kilometers northeast...
9  Even though Karachi on the Arabian Sea...
7  Northeast of Islamabad...
6 In the far north, near the border... 
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Islamabad*

France (1)

Arabian Sea (5)

India (4)

China (3)

Afghanistan (2)

Iran (1)

Italy (4)

Austria (4)

Germany (2)
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China (3)

Austria (4)

Places in Myanmar
Mark the countries and sea around 1-5, then match the sentences to
locations 6-9. Finally, draw pictures for some of the places. See the 
example on page 79.

8 The Marrionette Puppet Theater...
6 The Pindaya Caves... 
10 Northeast of Mandalay, Shan Palace...
9 Karen refugee camps are...
7 Yangon has Victorian buildings...

Places in the Philippines
Number 1-4 around the Philippines, find 5-8 below, then draw a picture for some of the sentences.
7  In Manila on the west coast...
5  The Tubbataha Reef in the center...
8 Cebu city on long, narrow...
6  The Mayon Volcano...
9  The Chocolate Hills...
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Laos (3)

India 
(Nagaland) (2)

Bangladesh (1)

Malaysia (4)

Sulu Sea (3)

Philippine 
Sea (2)

South China Sea 
(1)

Bay of Bengal 
(Indian Ocean (5)

Thailand (4)
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Places in Panama
Mark 1-4 around Panama, match the sentence with 5-9 on the map, then draw pictures (see p. 79).

5  Native peoples populated the Pearl Islands...
7 Coiba is the largest island...
6  The Amador Causeway connects...
9  The oldest continually...
8  Panama City, on the...

1

2

3

4

5

68

7

9

Places in Peru
Mark 1-6 around the Peru, find 7-10 on the map, and draw a picture when possible.

11 Just southeast of Machu Picchu, Cusco was...
9 Lima in the central region...
8 Iquitos in the northeast...
7 The Nazca, who lived between...
10 The world’s most famous...
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Pacific Ocean (6)

Chile (5)

Bolivia (4)

Brazil (3)

Columbia (2)Ecuador (1)

Pacific 
Ocean (4)

Caribbean Sea (3)

Columbia (2)

Costa Rica (1)
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Chile (5)

Bolivia (4)

Brazil (3)

Columbia (2)

Places in Algeria
Mark 1-7 around Algeria, number 8-11 below, then draw a picture for one or more. See page 79.

11  Constantine was the capital...
9  Assekrem Peak in Ahaggar National Park...
8  Founded by the Ottoman Empire...
12  Oran is a port city west of...
10 Tassili n’Ajjer is a sandstorm rock formation in the
Sahara Desert in the far southeast (text mistakenly says
“northeast”).

Places in Somalia
Number 1-4 below, match 5-8 to a sentence, then draw a symbol for each.

6 The Jubba River flows into the...
8 Berbera, on the north coast...
9 Archaeologists have found...
5 Millions who left due to the civil war...
7 Somaliland is roughly the northwest section...
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Ethiopia (2)

Kenya (1)

Mauritania (7)

Mali (6)
Niger (5)

Libya (4)

Tunisia (3)
Morocco (2)

Meditteranean Sea (1)

Djibouti (3) Gulf of Aden (4)
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Places in Saudi Arabia
Mark 1-4 around Ghana, number 5-9 below, then draw 

10  Mecca is an oasis town in the Red Sea region...
11  Jeddah is a port city...
13 One of the few bodies of water...
12  The capital Riyadh, the main...
9  Mada’in Saleh is an archaeological site... 

Places in Iraq
Mark 1-7 around Iraq, number 8-12 below, then draw a picture for one or more.

9 Babylon was the region south of Baghdad...
8 Once the largest city in the world, Baghdad...
10  Ziggurat of Ur in the south is...
12  Historians believe towns in the Nineveh region...
11  The British occupied this southern port city...
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Persian Gulf (7)

Kuwait (6)

Iran (5)

Turkey (4)

Syria (3)

Jordan (2)

Saudi Arabia (1)

the Persian Gulf (8)

the Red Sea (7)

Yemen (6)

Oman (5)

UAE (4)

Iraq (3)Jordan (2)

Israel (1)
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Persian Gulf (7)

Iran (5)

Oman (5)

UAE (4)

Places in Israel
Mark 1-5 around Israel, number 6-9 below, then draw a picture for one or more.

10 Eilat, Israel’s southernmost city...
8 The Sea of Galilee is...
6  Since biblical times, Jerusalem...
7 In the Bible, Bethlehem is the home...
9 In the northeast, Israel controls...

Places in Cuba
Mark 1-9 around Cuba, number 10-14 below, then draw a symbol for each.
8 Trinidad is a World Heritage Site with...
11 Varadero, east of Havana on the narrow Hicacos Peninsula...
9 The Guantanamo Bay detention camp...
7 Havana, the capital and largest city, is...
10 The Peninsula de Zapata is a remote...
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Egypt (1)

Jamaica (1)

Caymen 
Islands (2)

Jordan (4)

Syria (3)
the Meditteranian 
Sea (5)

Lebanon (2)

Bahamas (3)

Florida, 
USA (4)

Atlantic Ocean (6)

Caribbean Sea (5)
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Places in Fiji
Mark 1-6 on the regional map, then match each sentence below with a location in Fiji. 

8 Nadi on the main island’s west coast...
9 Labasa in the north of Vanua Levu...
11 The capital Suva in the southeast of the main island... 
10 Savusavu is located on the south central coast...
7 Qalito is a tiny island west of Suva. Nicknamed...

Fiji (small scale map)Oceania Map
1

2

3 4
5

6

7
8

9
10

South Pacific (5)

New Zealand (1)

Papua New Guinea (4)

Indonesia (3)

Australia (2)

North Pacific (6)
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Talking About People (Europe)
Answer the comprehension questions without referring to the reading. Later, check with a partner while referring to 
the reading when needed. Finally, talk about the discussion questions with a partner.

1. Bono
1. When Bono was young, what problem was Ireland dealing with? Sectarian violence
2. What hit song did Bono write about sectarian violence? Sunday, Bloody Sunday
3. Which album won a Grammy award? The Joshua Tree
4. Which song created controversy? Why? Songs of Innocence
5. Name a few of Bono's causes. debt relief, poverty, AIDS
6. Who did Bono marry? For how long? His high school sweetheart, until now

Discussion Questions: 
7. Name some stars in your country. What social justice issues are they involved in?
8. Should famous people use their fame to promote social justice? 

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

2. Arianna Stasinopoúlou
1. What was her early accomplishment as a foreigner in England? first foreign president of de-

bate society
2. What did her book The Female Woman criticize? Was her book left-wing (liberal) or right-wing 

(conservative)? The Women’s Liberation movement, it was right-wing
3. Why didn't she marry Bernard Levin? He didn’t want kids.
4. What was her first online campaign about? Was that left-wing (liberal) or right-wing (conser-

vative)? She tried to get Bill Clinton to resign; it was more right-wing
5. What is Arianna most well known for? the Huffington Post online newspaper

Discussion Questions: 
6. What are some typical "left" and "right" issues in politics? 
7. Are you on the left or right? Discuss the issues on your lists.

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

3. Roger Federer
1. Which sports besides tennis did Federer play as a child? badminton, basketball, tennis, soccer
2. At what age did he decide to focus exclusively on tennis? 12
3. Why did he choose tennis? he excelled more naturally
4. Which tennis stars did Federer look up to? Boris Becker and Stefan Edberg
5. What does his NGO do? help disadvantaged kids
6. After which natural disaster did he donate money from the racquet he sold? Hurricane Ka-

trina
7. What evidence could you give that shows Federer is the greatest tennis player ever? He has 

won the most Grand Slam singls titles, 19

Discussion Question: 
8. What sports did you play as a child? Which do you play best? Discuss your experiences.
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Talking About People (Asia)
Answer the comprehension questions without referring to the reading. Later, check with a partner while referring to 
the reading when needed. Finally, talk about the discussion questions with a partner.

4. Malala Yousafzai
1. At 10, what made life more difficult in her village? the Taliban
2. What did the Taliban ban? dancing, watching TV, education for girls
3. What was the title of her blog? I am Afraid
4. What caused Malala and her family to become IDPs? war with the Taliban
5. Why did she win Pakistan's National Youth Peace Prize? her activism
6. What physical damage did the gunshot do? facial nerve damage
7. What is the title of her book? I am Malala
Discussion Questions: 
8. Have you ever read a blog? 
9. If you were to write a blog, updating it once a week, what would you write about? 
10. What book have you recently read? If you wrote a book, what would it be about?
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5. Aung San Suu Kyi
1. Why was her father famous? he had been prime minister
2. What happened to Suu Kyi's father? he was assassinated
3. In what country did she meet her husband? the UK
4. What happened after she returned to Myanmar to care for her mother? Win took control in a 

coup
5. How did the military government punish Suu Kyi? placed her under house arrest
6. When was she released after her second house arrest? 2002
Discussion Questions: 
7. What jobs did your parents do? Did they inspire you to follow in their footsteps?
8. What future career would you most like? Why?

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

6. Emmanuel Pacquiao, "Manny"
1. About how old was Manny when he left his hometown? he was a teenager
2. What year did Manny first become champion? 1998
3. How many different weight divisions did Manny win a championship? 8
Now write three questions for the second paragraph.

4. 
5. 
6. 

Discussion Questions: 
7. What do you think about contact sports like boxing, kick fighting, wrestling and judo? 
8. Would you like to do them? Do you like to watch them?

To review, write about the famous people and places for Europe on page 83.

Asia Facts
1. Find these countries on the continent map (page 18) and the world map (page 76).
2. Partner A read the information for Pakistan and the Philippines. Your partner will fill in the chart.
3. Partner B read the information for Myanmar. Your partner will fill in the chart.
4. See page 79 for a sample discussion and questions about the chart.
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Talking About People (South America)
Answer the comprehension questions without referring to the reading. Later, check with a partner while referring to 
the reading when needed. Finally, talk about the discussion questions with a partner.

7. Manuel Noriega
1. Describe Noriega's relationship with the United States. they were initially allies, later 

they became enemies
2. Does it seem Noriega was involved in Panama's coup d'état? possibly Did he benefit 

from it? yes, he did
3. What does "psyops" mean? “psychological operations” Can you imagine any exam-

ples of psyops? dropping propaganda leaflets
4. Is it possible that Noriega was involved in the Torrijos plane crash? yes
5. What illegal activity was Noriega involved in? drug smuggling
6. How did his career end? he was convicted of crimes and imprisoned

Discussion Questions: 
7. What is the most appropriate punishment for the following crimes?
 · A kingpin (boss) of a mafia group sells drugs and murders.
 · An individual sells many dangerous drugs like cocaine and heroin.
 · An individual sells a small amount of softer drugs like marijuana.
 · An individual gets caught possessing large amounts of dangerous drugs.
 · An individual gets caught possessing a small amount of a soft drug.
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8. Isabel Allende
1. What important position did her relative hold? president of Chile
2. What was her father's job? a diplomat
3. What is the apparent reason she moved to Chile as a little girl? her father left
4. What was odd about her family's financial situation? they lived in a beautiful house 

but didn’t have much money
5. What was one feature of Allende's character? rebellious

Now write questions for the second paragraph.

6. 

7. 

8. 

Discussion Questions: 
9. Think about authorities in your life including parents, teachers, and others. Have you 

ever felt rebellious? Are you always cooperative? 
10. Do you think Japanese are too obedient in general? Or, perhaps, do you think people 

from some countries tend to be too rebellious? Or neither?
South America Facts

1. Label Panama and Peru on the continent map (page 32) and the world map (page 76).
2. Partner A read the information for Peru on page 77. Your partner will fill in the chart.
3. Partner B read the information for Panama on page 78. Your partner will fill in the chart.
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Talking About People (Africa)
Answer the comprehension questions without referring to the reading. Later, check with a partner while referring to 
the reading when needed. Finally, talk about the discussion questions with a partner.

9. Albert Camus
1. What physical challenge did Camus' mother face? she was deaf
2. What illness did Camus come down with as a young man? TB, tuberculosis
3. What political party did he initially join? communists
4. Which group did Camus fight as a rebel soldier? Nazis
5. Why did he criticize the United States? they dropped the atomic bomb on Hiroshima
6. What is a theme of his novels? absurd circumstances
7. Do you think readers feel sympathy for the main character in The Stranger? No
8. Was Camus an "existentialist?" No What is an existentialist? a person who believes life 

has no meaning
9. What prestigious prize did Camus win? the Nobel Prize for Literature

Discussion Question: 
10. What is the meaning of life? Discuss with your partner.
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10. Iman
1. What jobs did Iman's parents do? mother was a doctor; father was a diplomat
2. What evidence is there that her father is progressive? her father only had one wife
3. How did she do in school? very well How was her school different? it was Catholic 

and progressive

Now write three questions for the second paragraph.
4. 
5. 
6. 

Discussion Questions: 
7. Describe some of the characteristics of a "nerdy" child. Were you a nerdy child? 
8. How would you describe yourself as a child? Discuss with a partner.
9. Have you encountered much religion in your life? From who? How did you feel about 

it?

To review, write about the famous people and places for Africa on page 83.

Africa Facts
1. Find these countries on the continent map (page 46) and the world map (page 76).
2. Partner A read the information for Algeria on page 77. Your partner will fill in the chart.
3. Partner B read the information for Somalia on page 78. Your partner will fill in the chart.
4. See page 79 for a sample discussion and questions about the chart.
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Talking About People (the Middle East)
Answer the comprehension questions without referring to the reading. Next, check with a partner while referring to 
the reading when needed. Finally, talk about the discussion questions with a partner.

11. Osama bin Laden
1. How would you describe bin Laden's father? very rich
2. How would you describe bin Laden as a child? shy
3. How would you describe bin Laden's teacher? radical
4. Where did he meet the fighters who joined his first terrorist network? Afghanistan
5. Why do you suppose the Saudi government took away bin Laden's citizenship? they 

were allies with the US
6. How did he get money until 1994? his family Then what happened? his group did 

terror attacks
7. What are two reasons he hates the United States? stealing resources and assisting ene-

mies of Islam
8. Was bin Laden responsible for 9.11? some say yes, some are not sure

Discussion Questions: 
9. Define terrorism. Give some examples.
10. What are some major terrorist incidents? What do you know about them? What do 

you think about them?
11. If a country accepts many refugees, will it lead to more terrorist incidents?
12. How can countries protect themselves from terrorism?
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12. Saddam Hussein
1. What happened to Hussein's father? he disappeared
2. Why did Hussein move to Baghdad?  his step-father mistreated him
3. What does it mean to "nationalize" oil? the government started taking the revenue 

What is the significance of nationalizing it? foreign oil companies stopped getting the 
money

4. What's one effect the Iran-Iraq War had on Iraq? they nearly went bankrupt
5. What religion was Hussein? Sunni Muslim
6. How did the West perceive Hussein? as a brutal dictator
7. How did Hussein die? he hung for crimes

8. Hussein was mistreated as a child. Do such children often grow up to abuse kids 
themselves?

9. Iraq under Hussein fought two wars with the U.S. and one with Iran. What are the 
causes of war in general? 
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

13. Yitzhak Rabin
1. What career did Rabin want as a young man? farmer
2. Were the British his allies or enemies? enemies initially
3. What hardships did Rabin have to deal with as prime minister? an oil crisis, a plan 

hijacking, economic difficulties and strained relations with US
4. Why was Rabin forced to quit as prime minister? he had a US bank account

Middle East Facts
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Talking About People (Island Countries)
Answer the comprehension questions without referring to the reading. Next, check with a partner while referring to 
the reading when needed. Finally, talk about the discussion questions with a partner.

14. Fidel Castro
1. Do you think Castro's education was typical for Cubans at the time? No, it wasn’t
2. Who inspired Castro? Karl Marx
3. Why did Castro hate Batista? he was supported by the US
4. What other famous revolutionaries fought together with Castro? Che Guevara and 

Raul
5. What organization tried to kill Castro? the CIA
6. What were some of Cuba's accomplishments under Castro? high literacy, good health-

care
7. What are some examples of Castro's harsh dictatorial rule? lost civil liberties, labor 

unions lost right to strike, newspapers were shut down and religions harassed
8. What was Castro's memoir My Life about? Castro’s life

Discussion Questions: 
9.  What would it be like to live under a dictatorship? Discuss how life might be.
10.  What influences does your government have on your life? Think about laws, taxes,  
        media, etc.
11.  Do you ever fear your government will become a dictatorship? 

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

15. Vijay Singh
1. Was Singh athletic? yes--he played cricket, soccer, rugby and golf
2. What did he use to practice golf as a kid? coconuts
3. What scandal followed Singh's first championship? accused of lying on scorecard
4. What was Singh's punishment for cheating? lifetime ban
5. How did Singh continue his career despite the punishment? worked in golf clubs
6. Why did locals in the Nigerian Open cheer for him? he was dark-skinned
7. What famous golfer did Singh overtake at the top of the World Golf Ranking? Tiger 

Woods
8. What was he then accused of? deer-antler spray Was he guilty? yes, but for some rea-

son he later sued

Discussion Questions: 
9.  Does cheating ever occur in sports other than golf? If yes, give some examples. 
10.  What do you think about people who cheat in a sporting match? 
11.  What do you think about students who cheat on tests? 
12.  "Cheat" also means to "have an affair." What do you think about individuals who 

cheat on their husband or wife? 
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Island Country Facts
With a partner, fill out the charts for these island countries on pages 77 and 78.

continent: Asia
population: 4,164,252,000
population density: 246/km2
number of countries: 48 (Russia and Turkey are part-Asia, part-Europe)
life expectancy: 76
highest mountain: Mt. Everest (Chomolungma)

Page 18 - Asia Fact Box

Asia map
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population: 10,180,000
population density: 188/km2
number of countries: 50
life expectancy: 78
smallest country: Vatican City

Page 32
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population: 392,555,000
population density: 57/km2
number of countries: 12
main language: Spanish
life expectancy: 75
longest mountain chain: Andes 
Mountains

p. 56
South America
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population: 39,771,060
population density: 8.3
number of countries: 25
life expectancy: 77
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Overview of text
 
Dictation and its derivations such as dictogloss (grammar dictation) is an important listening 
activity in the text. There are explanations and ideas for various kinds of dictation in this section. 
 
The first page of every chapter contains vocabulary activities (solutions provided in the teachers 
manual). 
 
The second page of every chapter provides 8 cutlure pictures with spaces for brainstorming 
vocabulary. 

Students brainstorm more vocabulary about the pictures. Here are a few ways to do the 
brainstorming:
     Option 1: Students write vocabulary directly onto the blanks. In this case, each student’s 
vocabulary will be somewhat different. Teacher can walk around room checking and giving 
suggestions.
     Option 2:  Students write vocabulary on scrap paper. After sufficient time is given, draw 
four large boxes on the board representing each of the four illustrations. Ask students to say a 
vocabulary word that corresponds to a picture; write the vocab in the appropriate box. When 
writing the vocab on the board, you may want to reject overly simple words. This short warm-up 
introduces vocabulary, gets students thinking about the pictures in English, and can review the 
parts of speech.
     Option 3:   Teacher writes some relevant, useful and appropriate vocabulary on the board; 
have students stand up and raise their hands to match the vocab on the board (as well as the 
vocab written in the text between the picture) with one of the pictures. After each student gives an 
answer, that student sits down (this is to encourage participation). Depending on the class, having 
students think of vocab can be a rather weak activity (when they use overly simple words) and 
time-consuming.
     Option 4: Looking at the picture story with students, ask who has taken the Eiken test. Usually 
a few have. For the speaking part of the Eiken, students are provided a picture and are given one 
minute to think about the picture. After that minute, they talk about the picture. I explain that I’d 
like to have partners do a similar activity. That is, take one minute to think about the pictures, then 
discuss the pictures with a partner. For lower level students in particular, I model forms, and even 
write some starters on the board such as, “I see a XXX” and “There is a YYY.” I also speak other 
sentence examples with simple vocabulary: ‘There are some women. They are carrying something. 
They look worried...’

Talk about the pictures. Looking at the pictures with students, ask who has taken the Eiken 
test. Usually a few have. For the speaking part of the Eiken, students are provided a picture and 
are given one minute to think about the picture. After that minute, they talk about the picture. I 
explain that I’d like to have partners do a similar activity. That is, take about one minute to think 
about the pictures, then choose one picture and talk about it to a partner. Their talk can start with 
a description. For lower level English speakers in particular, I model forms, and even write some 
starters on the board such as, “I see a XXX” and “There is a YYY.” I also speak other sentence 
examples with simple vocabulary: ‘There are some women. They are carrying something. They 
look worried...’ 

After describing the picture, learners should use their imagination to predict what will happen 
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next and guess what happened before. Again, you can provide starters such as “Just before this 
scene... (something happened)” and “Right after this (something happened)”. 

They should also use the picture as a springboard to talk about their own ideas and experiences 
whenever possible. Encourage them to talk as much as possible, providing suggestions and 
examples. If practiced every chapter, this can become an effective activity. 

The third page of every chapter: Students listen to the narrative one time while looking at the 
pictures. 
  
Grammar Dictation/Dictogloss
Of course dictation is a simple, straight-forward activity that needs no explanation. However, 
I have incorporated elements of dictogloss (grammar dictation). For a thorough explanation of 
the dictogloss method, see “Grammar Dictation” by Ruth Wajnryb (Oxford Resource Books for 
Teachers series). Dictogloss is a kind of cooperative learning where students go through a series of 
steps to write down and understand what they have heard. Specific instructions follow.

Play the audio or read the sentences three times, instructing students to write the sentences (take 
dictogloss dictation). The object is not necessarily for students to write the sentences word for 
word, but rather be challenged, and perhaps only write half or three-quarters of the sentences. 
Make it clear to students that they won’t be able to write everything. Of course the amount each 
student writes will vary, but if most students can write every sentence perfectly, it is being spoken 
too slowly, and/or it is too easy. If reading (instead of playing the CD), adjust your speed to match 
the proficiency of students. On the other hand, students should be able to at least write a few key 
words from each sentence. If not, you may want to play or read the narrative more than once, but 
it’s only recommended to say it two times as they try to write. Don’t, however, keep replaying or 
restating the narrative until students write it entirely (that would be dictation, not dictogloss).
 
Next, students meet with a partner and compare what they have written. This important step 
in the dictogloss process should be made clear to students. Instruct pairs of students to finish 
incomplete sentences checking cooperatively and, if there is a discrepancy between a word or 
word form between two students, instruct students to discuss why and figure out the correct word 
or form. At this point, students should be encouraged, first and foremost, to write good sentences 
that approximate the meaning of the narrative.
 
When students are ready, choose students to write sentences on the board (or ask students to 
read sentences while you write them as spoken on board). Make sure students don’t resort to 
checking the correct answer if you have provided them the transcripts for every chapter--it’s more 
instructive to have sentences written on the board with some errors. Write the student sentences 
even if they are incorrect or vary from the original narrative sentences. Tell the class it’s fine if a 
sentence is correct and/or understandable even though it might vary from the original.  
 
In the end, the sentences that were narrated should be provided to the students. This can be done 
while correcting sentences on the board. Students should eventually make sure that their narrative 
sentences are written correctly. It’s important that students have the sentences written correctly, as 
dictated, because they will practice the narrative later.
 
Below are some variations on the standard dictogloss method that the teacher can use at her or his 
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discretion.
 
1. Dictogloss Negotiation (variation on the standard Dictogloss method)
1) Students may sit with a partner with desks face to face rather than side by side. This encourages 
discussion. Read or play a single sentence from the narrative at natural, or close to natural, speed. 
Give students one to three minutes to discuss what they think they heard. Allow no writing for 
this discussion period.
     Teacher may want to take time to coach students on collaborative learning skills. Encouraging 
students to speak in the target language, and providing them with useful request words is helpful 
(“Once more please,” “It’s your turn,” etc.). In this way the process of arriving at a written 
sentence is more important than the actual sentence. Student’s memories are challenged as well as 
their analytical skills for deciding on a grammatically correct sentence.
Have one partner of each pair write the sentence. Students can decide who writes, but taking turns 
is best. Encourage good sentences even if what they write is somewhat different from the dictated 
sentence. Continue this process for each sentence of the narrative. Have sentences written on the 
board. See above for standard dictogloss.
 
2. Student-Controlled Dictation (2nd variation on standard dictogloss method)
This variation encourages student autonomy; the student negotiation and text re-creation aspects 
of dictogloss, however, are lost.
 
Explain that you the teacher will read a narrative as a tape recorder would, complete with stop, 
rewind and fast-forward buttons. Emphasize that each student is responsible for controlling the 
teacher by telling her/him to “STOP, go back to...”. Proceed to read the narrative at natural speed 
(in this case, not slowing your normal speaking speed); if no student says “stop” do not stop even 
if it’s clear that students are unable to write it all. Students are responsible to say, “STOP,” when 
they can’t keep up, and “Go back to (the last word or phrase they have written).” Encourage 
students to be persistent; they can “rewind” the teacher as many times as necessary.
 
     This works best with the rule that a student can only say “stop, go back to...” one time. Without 
this rule, the same few students--invariably the highest level students--will completely control 
the pace. The lower level students might be lost, but will be too shy to speak. After each member 
of the class has controlled the teacher once, then anyone can again control one time, until all have 
taken a turn. Once the class comprehends that everyone can and should control the teacher, and 
you get nearly full participation, this rule need not be followed absolutely.
 
By the end each student should have written exactly or close to exactly the given narrative. There 
is, however, a saturation point where lower level students are embarrassed and perhaps simply 
unable to comprehend and write what’s being spoken. For that reason partner conferencing 
(step three above under standard dictogloss) can be done for this variation as well. This dictation 
variation is fun for students to control the teacher; it encourages autonomy and careful attending 
to every word.
 
3. Sentence Ordering (3rd Variation on Standard Dictogloss method)
     An option is to, while using the standard dictogloss method, scramble the order of the 
sentences (in which case teacher must read the narrative). At the end, students can then decide the 
correct order of the narrative.
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4. Student Dictators (4th variation)
Put students in groups of four. Each of the four students needs to be assigned one sentence from 
the four sentence narrative (students may be provided a small paper with those sentences).

Thus, student one studies and then reads sentence 1 aloud for partners to write; student two 
studies and reads sentence 2; and then student three reads sentences 3, etc. The non-readers listen 
and write the sentences.
 
The 4th page of every chapter includes a reading with questions. 
Places in (the country)
In addition to page instructions, see the additional instructions on page 84. The charts (pp. 77, 78) 
are listening gap activities that students do with a partner. 

Review
I always begin a subsequent class by reviewing and practicing the sentences that students wrote in 
the previous class. Below are a series of activities that will help students practice.

Shadowing
One option is to simply read the sentences and have students shadow talk (repeat). Conversely, 
students can be coached on how to properly read the narrative and read to a partner who shadow 
talks. The reading partner should slow the pace down and/or speak in smaller chunks if their 
partner is having trouble repeating or understanding; likewise; if the shadowing partner is 
repeating and understanding with great ease, the reading partner should increase the speed and/
or speak in larger chunks.

Find the Differences (see last pages of this guide for transcripts with mistakes)
This is a listening activity for which students listen to the narrative sentences which they wrote 
and checked with partners. One way to do this activity is to read the sentences to the whole class. 
I like to have everyone stand; when someone catches a mistake, or then says the original (correct) 
word, they can sit down. Another way to do it is to copy and hand out the transcripts of the 
sentences with mistakes and have one partner read the mistake sentence, and the other partner 
try to catch the mistakes and say the correct word. Students should be coached on how to read the 
mistake sentences; the reader should not identify the error by slowing down or signaling, but read 
each sentence naturally. Whenever the listener hears something strange, she says “STOP” and each 
partner circles the discrepancy. It’s the listener’s responsibility to find the errors, not the reader’s.
  
Practice using Pictures
One partner tells the narrative looking at the pictures only (no reading). The listening partner can 
be reading the full narrative and providing assistance as needed by giving hints, asking questions 
and telling missing information that the speaker forgets. Depending on the level of students, 
certain skills can be isolated and practiced: Pronunciation and intonation; speaking volume; eye 
contact; affectation, etc. Use the good speaker/good listener checklist (photocopiable handout), or 
supplement with your own exercises (pronunciation, etc.). 
 
Storytelling
Without intentionally try to memorize, students have probably learned one or more of the 
sentences. You can ask for a volunteer to say a sentence, one picture at a time. Conversely, you 
can ask a student to say it, or ask two or three partners to recite it together or help each other as 
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they stand and say it for the class to hear. The idea is to have students say the main idea of the 
sentence without reading. If they know students will be expected to do this they tend to practice 
the sentences a little more seriously. Having students stand and say sentences is like having them 
give mini-presentations.
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Supplementary Discussion Questions

1. Ireland discussion questions
1. Do Japanse like to live abroad? About which percentage are abroad?
2. Do you know of any mines in Japan? Where?
3. What are Japan’s birthday traditions? What’s a typical birthday like?
4. What are the drinking preferences of Japanese, both alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverag-
es?
5. Have you watched the Titanic? Would you like to?
6. What Japanese foods might foreigners think are strange?
7. What do you know about Japan’s ancient history?
8. Can you name any terrorist incidents on Japanese soil? 

2. Greece discussion questions

3. Switzerland discussion questions
1) Is Japan’s Self-Defense Force compulsory? Were Japanese youth ever forced to join?
2) Are there many guns in Japan? What are Japan’s gun laws? How is the crime rate in Japan?
3) What laws are there to protect animals and pets in Japan?
4) What do Japanese (and you) think about nuclear weapons? 
5) Tell about one or more Japanese traditional arts.
6) What are Japan’s most famous products?
7) Do you know about any Japanese research facilities?
8) Which countries do Japan have alliances with? Which countries are “enemies”?

4. Pakistan discussion questions
1) What are some animals originally from Japan? Where are they found?
2) What are some Japanese inventions? Are they beneficial or destructive?
3) What is a famous garden in Japan?
4) Who is a famous “Most Wanted” criminal in Japan?
5) What is Japan’s highest mountain? Is it popular to climb?
6) Do children ever work in Japan? Tell about your work experiences.
7) Tell about a famous historical event in Japan.
8) Are there any famous historical roads or routes in Japan?
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10. Somalia discussion questions
1) Name some foods. What utensil is used in Japan? What’s your favorite utensil?
2) Many freeters don’t have a fixed home. What do you think about the freeter lifestyle?
3) Are women treated as equals in the home in Japan? What about at work?
4) What are some ways Japanese celebrate weddings?
5) What’s the most important animal in Japan?
6) What wars has Japan been involved in? Describe their role.
7) What can countries do about the problem of overfishing?
8) What can countries do about piracy?

11. Somalia discussion questions
1) Where do Japanese pilgrims go? What do they do?
2) Is the Japanese royal family wealthy? What do you know about the royal family?
3) Is traffic safe in Japan? Do cars often speed or break traffic laws?
4) In Japan, smoking is still allowed on some train cars and in sections of some restaurants. 
Should smoking be banned completely?
5) What do you know about 9.11? What about other terrorist incidents?
6) Have you ever wanted to get revenge for something someone did?
7) What do you think about the death penalty? Is it better than life in prison? Why or why not?
8) Do Japanese drink a lot of coffee? What about tea? What about you?

12. Iraq discussion questions
1) What dances are popular in Japan?
2) What’s a famous monument in Japan?
3) What do you know about the Gulf War? Was Japan involved?
4) What are some reasons why people protest? What do you think about protests?
5) Do you eat fast? Is it bad manners to eat fast?
6) What are some differences between men and women?
7) Compared to hunter-gatherer societies, what are some bad and good points to civiliza-
tion?
8) How do Japanese deal with compliments about their possessions? Might they offer it?

13. Israel discussion questions
1) What do you know about Israel and her history?
2) What are some regional conflicts Japan is involved in?
3) What do you know about the history of the Japanese language? What are its special fea-
tures?
4) Does Japan have enough bike paths? Should the government build more?
5) Do models have too much pressure to be thin? What about girls in general?
6) In what ways is Japan a technologically advanced country?
7) What do you know about Shinto? What do you do that’s related to Shinto?
8) What do you know about Christianity? Have you ever gone to church? Would you?
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Algiers
Athens
Baghdad 
Bern
Dublin

Capitals in alphabetical order

14. Cuba discussion questions
1) What do you think about Japan’s healthcare system? Is it good? Is it fair?
2) Who is your favorite author?
3) What’s your favorite bird? What birds do you often see?
4) Think about different regions of Japan. What industries are they famous for?
5) How often do you use the internet? Which are your favorite sites?
6) Which countries were colonizers? Which were colonized? Why?
7) Which countires are Japan’s allies? Are any countries Japan’s enemies? Why?
8) Do you like the present U.S. leader? Why or why not?

15. Fiji discussion questions
1) Despite the special features of each of Japan’s four main islands.
2) What superstitions do Japanese believe? Which do you believe?
3) What do you think about cannibalism? If you were starving, would you eat human flesh?
4) How did the original inhabitants get to Japan?
5) What do people do at the beach? How often do you go? Do you like it? Why or why not?
6) Describe some famous Japanese dishes.
7) What are Japan’s most popular sports? What do you know about them?
8) What’s your favorite flower?
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Algiers
Athens
Baghdad 
Bern
Dublin

Havana
Islamabad
Jerusalem 
Lima
Manila

Mogadishu
Naypyidaw
Panama City
Riyadh
Suva

Capitals in alphabetical order

Futoshi Matsunaga (松松 松 Matsunaga Futoshi, born April 28, 1961) is a Japanese serial killer who both defrauded and tortured his victims in what 
is publicly known as the Kitakyūshū Serial Murder Incident (松松松松松松松松松). He was convicted of six counts of murder and one count of man-
slaughter between 1996 and 1998 and sentenced to die by hanging. He murdered his victims with an accomplice, Junko Ogata, who received a life 
sentence. His crimes were so atrocious that most mass media were not willing to report the details.[1][2] The Japan Times reported that prosecu-
tors said “[the case] is without comparison in the criminal history of our country”.[3] Several writers, including Ryūzō Saki, published the details 
of the crimes.
(from 2009): 
Tatsuya Ichihashi
Wanted for the murder of English teacher Lindsay Hawker in Chiba in 2007. Ichihashi managed to escape on foot from seven policemen who 
were waiting outside his apartment, where the murder had taken place. Despite a ¥10 million reward (more than three times the normal maxi-
mum amount) on offer for information leading to his arrest, as well as tabloid rumors of sightings in the gay quarter of Kabuki-cho, he remains at 
large. It has been theorized that Ichihashi has fled to the Philippines.
Makoto Hirata
Wanted for the murder of a notary in 1995, as well as in connection with the deadly sarin gas attack on the Tokyo subway in March of the same 
year. It’s been nearly 15 years since the now-defunct/rebranded Aum Shinrikyo cult’s terrorist attack on the Tokyo subway, but there are still three 
key members of the group who are on the run. Makoto Hirata, described as being “surprisingly tall” at 183cm, is one of them.
Naoko Kikuchi
Also wanted for her involvement in the Tokyo Sarin Gas Attack of 1995, which killed 12 people and injured a thousand or more.
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